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ADVANCED CONSULTING AND COACHING WORKSHOP (This is a closed door live 2 Day workshop

captured on 5 audio mp3 files where attendees paid $1997 each to attend!) Join Me As I Take You

Behind The Curtain And Show You Exactly How Its Done Would You Like To Charge High Fees For Your

Knowledge & Skills! If you havent discovered the CONSULTING business, then you may have missed

one of the best ways to create an incredible lifestyle. But Im not talking about traditional dollars per hour,

time-billing, corporate consulting. Im talking about creating the high fee, value driven and solution seeking

environment that rewards you in proportion to the problems you solve. So are you ready to CHANGE, to

create CHOICES and make DECISIONS that determine who you associate with and how much you want

to earn. Just think about that for a moment: Are you already in consulting but would like to make your

business better. In fact, in some cases, my clients give themselves an immediate PAY RISE regardless of

what industry they work in, while others reinvent themselves and get their desired fees. If you are NEW to

consulting and are interested in a new business opportunity, then I can help you fast track your success

by avoiding costly mistakes and allows you to make big money fast. For example, one student converted

a $1,500.00 copywriting job into a $150,000.00 business opportunity. And the incredible thing is, he is

only 22. If you think you are looking for an extra income stream in your current business, I can show you

how you can add my consulting/coaching model to your existing business. And when you tailor that to an

ascension marketing model, you have created a money making system for yourself. Lastly, even if you

are not interested in consulting, did you know that people will pay you for selling their consultation

process to professionals such as doctors, financial advisors, recruitment advisors, tradespeople etc. I will

show you how to obtain clients more easily. And then theres the COACHING business. INCREDIBLE

incomes are being made by home based consultants and coaches in a diverse area of expertise through

effective media such as email, tele-coaching and/or conducting their own local mastermind groups. You

will learn the most advance strategies, techniques and resources to help you build your consulting and

coaching business from scratch. In fact, this will be the first time that Im going to expose my high fee

consulting business to a select few and you will truly get a close sneak peek, fly on the wall and
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underground experience that will undoubtedly convince you that the consulting business can be operated

with a lot less stress and difficulty than youve ever experienced or imagined. Everything RevealedLet Me

Show You Where The Real Money Lies In this brief letter, youll only get a snippet of information to help

you decide to make an important decision. In fact, when I tell you my clients include some of the worlds

best marketers, plus I consult to some gurus that dont allow me to mention them and I also serve some

small business owners on a royalty basis. So drop your curiosity and get the truth once and for all Why

Consulting Is Such A Great Business... 1. You can pretty much do this yourself. However, I do

recommend getting a personal assistant to help position you. But remember, many people have no

employees and minimal overhead. In reality, theres no product to create or materials to ship. In fact,

sometimes I refer to this as the BRAIN and MOUTH business. Because thats really all you need 2. Your

clients pay you to travel the world, so you can work anywhere. You can work anywhere and live anywhere

with the consulting business. Most of my clients travel to see me however, I am happy to go see clients

who are prepared to pay my flights and accommodation. Your desire to travel changes and it pays to stay

extra days and enjoy the different cities you visit. 3. You can outsource when you are too busy. While

many consultants actually do all the work, the smart ones come up with the BIG IDEAS and then

outsource the work. In this capacity, they act like a conductor of the orchestra. So if you want to

outsource your work, I will tell you what places and what type of people to look for. This will literally save

you tens of thousands 4. Theres many ways to get compensated. This depends on how much you need

the money. I will show you how I started and what I do now. The key is there are different strategies

depending on if you prefer lump sums or predictable monthly income. For advanced consultants, I will

also show you how to craft retainers and royaltities, tied to work and systems you have createdAnd if you

really want big chunks of cash, Ill show you a secret strategy to E-X-P-A-N-D your projects and get paid

for a lifetime Who else is qualified to teach you the most advanced information on consulting and

coaching for the 21st century. In fact, the Australian market is maturing and I will expose a small section

of that market for attendees, one that is almost GUARANTEED to make BIG $$$ in the next 3 5

yearsThis information is worth over $100,000.00. I will show you everything I know about creating

cashflow and equity from the consulting/coaching business: What You Will Discover At The

Consulting/Coaching Workshop: How to structure your business and marketing How To secure clients the

RIGHT way How to structure your fees and compensation plans How to get paid quickly and easily



without being the bank How to create enormous leverage The real secret to takeaway selling and how to

IMPLEMENT it straight away How to operate your business and projects from scratch How to solve

problems that come up with clients Discover the wide variety of coaching models and which one suits you

Why you should keep re-sale rights for work product WARNING: I Was ONLY Willing To Do This Once

This Year. And No Recordings Will Ever Be Made Available Due To The Highly Sensitive Nature Of

Material Covered. Only A Heavily Edited Product May Be Produced, If Ever. This is your opportunity to

learn how to get from zero to $220,000.00+ FAST! When I reveal my proprietary secrets and success

models, you will realize that you can apply this to any business. And finally, this is your real opportunity to

ask me any question about consulting/coaching and every question will be answered. Now its your turn to

make a choice. Ive invested a lot in my education and you will experience a small fraction of my

knowledge, but its that small fraction that has produced incredible results. There is a huge gap between

knowledge and results and this special event will bridge that gap and help you position yourself to the

greatest boom yet? P.S. If youve read Napoleon Hills THINK AND GROW RICH, then you know about

the 13 principles Hill covers. One of the least popular but most important principles is ACCURATE

THINKING. And thats how many successful consultants and coaches can make incredible incomes using

this principle alone. P.P.S I will show you at least 10 consulting and coaching income streams possibleIn

fact, you can fail 6 income streams and still make a 6 figure income. While many consultants fail to utilize

these income streams, you will maximize your potential earnings with these revelations. P.P.S.

Incidentally, you might want to get more than one set, at this discounted price. Possibly one as a

graduation gift, birthday gift, Christmas gift. P.P.S As I complete this letter, the event is 50 sold out so I

encourage you to register your place before it sells out.
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